We proudly ship our Coffee within the United States and United Kingdom. U.S. Bis and customer orders are sent via DHL:

For orders containing 1 to 2 Coffee Tubs; 1 to 2 Cocoa Tubs; 1 to 2 bottles of Sweet Dreams; 1 to 2 Boxes of Coffee or Cocoa Sticks; or up to 4 boxes of Smart Caps the price will be $4.99. Larger orders will be charged $9.99.

DHL orders can be tracked at - https://webtrack.dhlglobalmail.com

Orders in the UK are shipped via Royal Mail and usually arrive in 2-4 days. A tracking number will be emailed to you, once your order ships.

Royal Mail orders can be tracked at - https://www.royalmail.com/track-your-item#
Note: Royal Mail tracking is only updated once the order is delivered.

Shipping to Other Countries

Currently, revital U products are only within the United States and the United Kingdom.